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ABSTRACT 
 
Coughing is one of the most important respiratory activities for air transmitted pathogens. It is essential to 
understand the dispersion of exhaled particles when coughing to improve the prevention measure and reduce the 
cross-infection risk. However, cough flow structure is complex and influenced by many parameters. 
Simplifications are often made to the initial flow condition when simulating the transport of particles expelled 
during coughing in laboratory or numerical studies . This study conducts a systematic literature review on human 
cough, especially focusing on flow dynamic characterization. First, the measuring techniques for identifying the 
airflow characteristic are summarized. The boundary conditions for cough, such as flow profile, flow direction, 
cough duration and are compared between different studies. Finally, the vortex structure of cough and its impact 
on cough particle dispersion is discussed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic is a respiratory infectious disease, and it has caused global health 
concerns. WHO has reported that the virus can spread from an infected person’s mouth or 
nose in small particles when they cough, sneeze, speak, sing or breathe (WHO 2021). 
Compared with other respiratory activities like breath or speak, cough generates a higher 
expiratory velocity and contains a higher aerosol concentration, which leads to a potentially 
higher risk of cross-infection. Centers for Disease Control and Preventation (CDC 2021) has 
pointed out that the ‘2 meters (6-feet) rule’ might not apply to situations involving increased 
exhalation, e.g. coughing. It is essential to understand the dispersion of exhaled particles 
when coughing to improve the prevention measure and reduce the cross-infection risk. 
A cough is a reflex action to clear the airways of mucus and irritants such as dust or smoke. It 
normally includes three phases: inspiratory, compressive, and expiratory phases. The 
inspiratory phase is associated with glottic opening and the inhalation of variable amounts of 
air. The compressive phase consists of closure of the glottis and contraction of the expiratory 
muscles resulting in raised intra- thoracic pressure. In the expiratory phase the glottis opens 
suddenly, causing an explosive release of the trapped intrathoracic air (Mahajan et al. 1994). 
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Cough flow structure is complex, and is influenced by many parameters such as the cougher’s 
age, gender, and posture, which consequently affect particle dispersion indoors (Muthusamy 
et al. 2021). However, simplifications are often made to the initial flow condition in 
laboratory or numerical studies when simulating the transport of droplets expelled during 
coughing (Gupta, Lin, and Chen 2009a). 
This study aims to conduct a systematic literature review on human cough, especially 
focusing on flow dynamic characterization. First, the measuring techniques for identifying the 
airflow characteristic of cough are summarized. The boundary conditions for cough, such as 
flow profile, flow direction, cough duration and are compared between different studies. 
Finally, the vortex structure of cough and its impact on cough particle dispersion is discussed.  
 
2 FLOW DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF COUGH 

 
2.1 Cough flow profile 

Based on the literature (Mahajan et al. 1994)(Khan et al. 2004)(Gupta et al. 2009a)(Oh et al. 
2022), the time-series cough profile can be illustrated in Figure 1. The profile indicates that 
the cough starts with a short inhalation, follows by a dramatic acceleration in exhalation and 
finally a slow decay. The inhalation volume is very small and can be neglected. The 
characteristic of the cough profile can be defined by the following parameters: peak flow rate 
(PFR) or peak velocity (PV); peak velocity time (PVT), and cough duration time (CDT) and 
cough expired volume (CEV) is the area under the curve. Besides the parameters mentioned 
above, flow direction and mouth opening are important to describe the flow characteristic of 
cough. Table 1 summarizes the measuring techniques and flows dynamic characteristics of 
cough from literature studies. 

 
Figure 1. Cough profile as a function of time. Peak flow rate (PFR) or peak velocity (PV); peak velocity time 

(PVT), and cough duration time (CDT) and cough expired volume (CEV) is the area under the curve. 

Depending on the measurement techniques, cough peak flow rate PFR was measured in the 
studies using spirometer (Lindsley et al. 2010)(Gupta, Lin, and Chen 2009b)(Mahajan et al. 
1994), and peak velocity PV was measured using Schlieren imaging (Tang et al. 2012) or PIV 
(Han et al. 2021)(Khan et al. 2004)(Zhu, Kato, and Yang 2006)(Chao et al. 2009)(Vansciver, 
Miller, and Hertzberg 2011)(Kwon et al. 2012)(Wang et al. 2020). Some studies (Oh et al. 
2022) attempt to convert these two parameters by considering the mouth opening area, 
however, assumptions have to be made by using the average mouth opening area without 
considering the individual difference and the mouth opening area keeps constant during the 
whole cough process.  
Gupta et al. (2009b) measured cough flow rates from 25 subjects, and a large variation existed 
among the subjects, especially between males and females. For males, the PFR ranged from 3 
to 8.5 l/s, while the value for females was 1.6 – 6 l/s. Lindsley et al. (2010) investigated the 
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influenza virus produced by coughing. The influenza-negative subjects produced slightly 
higher PFR than influenza-positive subjects, where the average values are 7.6 l/s and 7.1 l/s, 
respectively.  
 

Table 1.  Measurement techniques and flow dynamic characteristics of cough 

Reference Technique Subjects 

Cough 

Duration 

[s] 

Cough 

peak 

velocity 

[m/s] or 

flow rate 

[l/s] 

Peak 

velocity 

time 

[ms] 

Cough  

Volume 

[l] 

Flow 

direction 

Mouth 

geometry  

 (Mahajan 
et al. 1994) spirometer 10   2.8-15.8 

l/s 10-50  0.5-5     

(Khan et 
al. 2004) PIV 5 (4 M 

and 1 F) 0.9 8.1 m/s         

(Zhu 2006) PIV 3 (3 M) 0.5 
6-22 m/s      
Average: 
11.2 m/s 

  
0.8-2.2   

Average 
1.4 

    

(Gupta et 
al. 2009b) 

 
Spirometer  

25 (13 M 
and 12 F) 

 0.35-
0.75         

M:3-8.5 
L/s 

M: 57-
96  M:0.4-1.6 θ1=15±5 

o; θ2= 
40±4 o 

(vertical 
spread 

angle 25 o) 

Mouth 
opening 

area: 
M:400±95 

mm2 
F:337±140 

mm2  

F:1.6-6 
L/s                                        

F: 57-
110 

F:0.25-
1.25          

(Chao et 
al. 2009) PIV 11 (3 M 

and 8 F)   

M:13.2 
m/s   

        F: 10.2 
m/s 

Average 
11.7 m/s 

(Lindsley 
et al. 2010) 

 
Spirometer 

58 (47 
influenza-

positive 
and 11 

influenza-
negative 

0.9 

Influenza-
positive 

7.1 l/s 
Influenza-

negative 
7.6 l/s  

  

Influenza-
positive 

2.7 
Influenza-

negative 
3.1  

    

 
(Vansciver 
et al. 2011) 

PIV 29 (10 M 
and 19 F) 0.55 

1.15-28.8 
m/s 

Average 
10.2m/s 

      706 (D= 
30 mm) 

(Tang et al. 
2012) 

schlieren 
imaging 

technique 

20 (10 M 
and 10 F) 0.2-0.35  

M:3.2–14 
m/s 

        F: 2.2–5.0 
m/s;  

Kwon S. et 
al. (Kwon 
et al. 2012) 

PIV 26 (17 M 
and 9 F)   

M: 15.3 
m/s      

Vertical 
spread 
angle 

 M:  38 o  
F:  32 o  

  

F 10.6 m/s   
(Wang et 
al. 2020) PIV 4   15 m/s         
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(Han et al. 
2021) PIV 10 (5 M 

and 5 F) 0.52-0.56 

M:6.4-
18.6 m/s  

F: 5.0-
15.7 m/s  

M: 8-35  
F: 8-39   

Vertical 
spread 
angle  

M: 15.3 o  
F: 15.6 o 

Horizontal 
spread 
angle  

M: 13.3 o  
F:  14.2 o  

Mouth 
width  
M: 47 

mm  
F: 39.4 

mm 

Note: M represents male, and F represents female. 

 
A large variation also exists in the peak velocity PV. The largest variation was observed by 
Vansciver et al. (2011), where the PV ranged from 1.15 m/s to 28.8 m/s from the 
measurement of 29 healthy subjects.  The gender difference on PV was pointed out by several 
studies (Chao et al. 2009)(Tang et al. 2012)(Kwon et al. 2012)(Han et al. 2021). In general, 
PV for females was weaker than that for males. Bianchi and Baiardi (2008) further correlated 
PV with the subjects’ gender, height, age and body mass surface through regression analysis. 
The differences on cough PV also exist between different measuring techniques. The PV 
measured by the schlieren imaging technique (3.2-14 m/s for males and 2.2-5 m/s for females) 
(Tang et al. 2012) was much smaller than those measured by PIV (Han et al. 2021)(Khan et 
al. 2004)(Zhu et al. 2006)(Chao et al. 2009)(Vansciver et al. 2011)(Kwon et al. 2012)(Wang 
et al. 2020). The authors claimed that subjects coughing in PIV measurement were somehow 
constrained and unnatural due to the measurement setup, while the cough flow was obtained 
more naturally in Schlieren imaging study. However, the relative temperature difference 
between the exhaled cough air and surrounding ambient air might influence the visualization 
of the cough flow, and consequently, influence the accuracy of peak velocity measurement by 
the Schlieren imaging technique. Therefore, the uncertainties of measuring techniques require 
further investigation.  
The flow rate or velocity rapidly reaches a peak value early in the cough, therefore, the peak 
velocity time PVT is very small compared with the total cough duration time CDT.  The PVT 
was reported by Mahajan et al. (1994), Gupta et al. (2009b) and Han et al. (2021). Large 
deviation exists between different studies. Gupta reported a larger PVT (57-110 ms), which is 
more than double the values of the other two studies. Similar to PVT, CDT also presents a 
large variation among different studies. The CDT value ranged from 200 ms to 900 ms, where 
the average value was around 500-550 m. The lowest CDT was measured by Tang et al. 
(2012) with the schlieren imaging technique. The authors pointed out that the limitation of 
such a technique is that the visibility of shadowgraphs disappeared when the exhaled and 
surrounding air temperatures equalized. Therefore, it is difficult to capture the entire cough 
process by Schlieren imaging. On the other hand, even though the peak cough flow for 
females was weaker than that for males, PVT or CDT didn’t present clear gender difference, 
indicating that their cough duration times were almost the same.  
2.2 Cough flow direction 

Gupta et al. (2009b) measured the cough flow direction by smoke visualization. The cough 
flow presented as a downward jet and was defined by the angles between upper and lower 
boundaries to the horizontal lines, as shown in Figure 2 (a). The values of θ1 and θ2 were 
around 15 o and 40 o, respectively. (The vertical cough spread angle θV was around 25 o). 
Different from cough flow rate, little variation in the cough spread angels were observed in 
this study. The jet had negligible spread in the width, where the horizontal cough spread angle 
was around 0 o (θ=90 o).  
Velocity vectors measured by PIV was used to analyze the flow direction. Kwon et al. (2012) 
described the cough flow by the angles of upward vector and downward vector, as shown in 
Figure 2 (b). The cough flow presented as a jet almost symmetrical in the y-direction, where 
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the vertical cough spread angle was around 38o for males and 32o for the females. Han et al. 
(2021) introduced a more quantitative method to determine the cough boundaries, where the 
flow boundary was defined as the position where the velocity decayed to 1 % of the 
maximum value at the flow centerline, as shown in Figure 2 (c). The influence of the head 
position variations was eliminated by utilizing the fitting line method. The cough flow 
direction was described by vertical cough spread angles θV and horizontal cough spread 
angles θH. Different from Gupta’s results, individual differences were significant in this study. 
The average vertical/horizontal cough spread angle was 15.3◦/13.3◦ for males and 15.6◦/14.2◦ 
for females. The angles were smaller than the ones measured in the other two studies.  

 
(a) 

 

 

(b) (c) 
Figure 2. Schematic of determination of cough flow direction in the literature (a) Gupta et al. (2009b) (b) Kwon 

et al. (2012) (c) Han et al. (2021) 

2.3 Mouth opening 

Mouth geometry affects the cough flow dynamic, such as cross-sectional profile, hydraulic 
diameter, direction, and turbulence levels. Consequently, it affects aerosol distribution and 
penetration.  
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The mouth opening area during a cough was measured by Gupta et al. (2009a), as shown in 

 

Figure 3. Even mouth opening changed during a cough, the opening area was almost constant 
when there was flow from the mouth. There is a variation in mouth opening area during a 
cough with the gender. The mean opening area for female subjects was smaller than that of 
male subjects, which was 3.37 cm2 for females and 4 cm2 for male.  

 
Figure 3. Month opening area during a cough (Gupta et al. 2009a) 

Instead of the opening area, the mouth width was measured in Han’s study ( 2021) and used 
as the boundary condition in CFD simulation. However, the measurement was done without 
coughing, but just as the characteristics of human subjects. In addition, the mouth width could 
not provide sufficient information on mouth geometry during a cough since the distance 
between lips also matters significantly.  
It is clear to see that there are large deviations on mouth geometry between subjects and no 
agreement on how to report the mouth geometry during a cough. On the other hand, most 
studies only focus on the geometry created by lips, since it is the boundary of the mouth 
outlet. However, the flow travels through the trachea and oral cavity (including teeth, tongue, 
and lips), and the flow structure and dynamic are certainly influenced by them. Wei and Li 
(2017) pointed out that the difference in the spread angle of the model and human subject may 
be due to the missing complex oral cavity, including the effect of teeth. 
2.4 Vortex structure 

Several studies (Prasanna Simha and Mohan Rao 2020)(Khan et al. 2004)(Thacher and 
Mäkiharju 2022)(Tan et al. 2021) mentioned that the circulating motion of vortex rings 
produced by coughs can enhance the transport of cough droplets. Vortex rings are typically 
produced by injecting fluid into a quiescent medium for a short duration. The vortex rings 
generated by cough is due to the vibrations in the airway passage leading to periodic 
constrictions and relaxations, which create flow variations. 
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In Padmanabha’s study (2020), a periodic vortex ring ejection phenomenon was observed by 
the schlieren imaging technique that appears as a pulsation of the cough airflow. These 
pulsations start several milli-seconds after the initiation of the cough. The periodic ejection 
and motion of vortex rings can be seen in Figure 4. The velocity of propagation of viscous 
vortex rings can be expressed by an analytical approach, which a function of time (t), initial 
radius (R), vortex ring circulation (χ), and kinematic viscosity (ν). 

 
Figure 4. Periodic ejection and motion of vortex rings in coughs by Schlieren image video (Prasanna Simha and 

Mohan Rao 2020) 

An important parameter in the dynamics of vortices is vorticity, a vector that describes the 
local rotary motion at a point in the fluid. The instantaneous vorticity was plotted in Figure 5 
by Khan et al. (2004). It can be seen that maximum vorticity corresponds to the peak flow 
rate/velocity and occurs in the region of the shear layer, and the center region of cough flow is 
nearly void of vorticity. 

 
Figure 5. Vorticity contour plot displaying initial vortices (unit 1/s) (Khan et al. 2004) 

Cough is often described as impulsively started jets. Tan et al. (2021) compared dispersion of 
aerosol particles from a loud cough with classical vortex ring formation on starting jet, as 
shown in Figure 6. The black particles represent virtual aerosol droplets, while the 
background scalar shows the out-of-plane vorticity field. From the classical vortex ring 
formation from impulsively started jet (Figure 6 lower), it could see that the flow structure 
depends on the stroke ratio L/D where is the ratio between the length of ejected fluid and the 
ejection diameter. When L/D is less than 4 , the jet presents as a short puff and all momentum 
are absorbed into the vortex ring. When L/D approximately equal to 4 , the maximum amount 
of momentum has been absorbed and the vortex ring begins to trail a thin tail. When L/D is 
larger than 4 , the vortex ring is unstable and sheds off smaller vortices. The L/D for a loud 
cough is estimated with a magnitude of 160, therefore, a loud cough contains much higher 
momentum than a single vortex ring could entrain.  
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Figure 6. Dispersion dynamics of aerosol particles for a loud cough compared with classical vortex ring 

formation on starting jet (Δtvocal is the total duration of the subject’s cough, td is the instance that the plume 
enters the measurement domain, stroke ratio L/D where L is the length of ejected fluid and D is ejection diameter 

) (Tan et al. 2021) 

Figure 6 shows, when t=+0.5Δtvocal, the cough flow first presents a dominant vortex ring 
similar in structure to the classical impulsively start jet. The vortex ring quickly disintegrated 
into multiple smaller vortex cores starting at +1.0 Δtvocal. At +1.5 Δtvocal, the original vortex 
ring structure has become indistinguishable. However, the aerosol particles continued to move 
forward even at +1.5s after cough, and the presence of a trail is an indication of high L/D 
impulsively started jets. Their results indicate that virus-laden aerosol ejected during coughs 
remain concentrated within the moving plume-front. A high exposure risk is expected with 
direct collision in the moving plume-front. 
 
3 CONCLUSIONS 

 
The literature review leads to the following conclusions: 

• The airflow characteristic of human cough is normally measured by three techniques, 
including the Schlieren imaging technique, spirometer and PIV. Each technique has its 
advantages and disadvantages, and the uncertainties of measuring techniques require 
further investigation. On the other hand, PVT and CDT are in the order of milliseconds. 
In order to capture the cough characteristic, it is essential to have high-frequency 
measurements. 

• The cough profile can be described by a gamma-probability distribution function. The 
characteristic of the profile can be defined by the following parameters: peak flow rate 
(PFR) or peak velocity (PV); peak velocity time (PVT), and cough duration time (CDT) 
and cough expired volume (CEV). Large deviations have been shown on PFR, PV, CEV 
due to subjects’ gender, height, age and body mass surface, however, some deviations 
are due to different measuring techniques. 

• Large deviations on flow direction and mouth geometry between different studies and 
no agreement on how to report these parameters during a cough. 
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• Cough creates vortex rings due to the vibrations in the airway passage leading to 
periodic constrictions and relaxations. The circulating motion of vortex rings can 
enhance the transport of cough particles in the indoor environment. 
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